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SYMPOSIUI^l ON RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC 
IN NUCLEAR MASS DISASTERS (Interlaken, Mai 1S68). . --

.Jurgen Koch
A preliminary Report on the B-52 crash in Greenland 

on 21 january, 1968.
(Remarks to the discussion following the contribution 
by Dr. Ramos Rodriguez on the Palomares accident).

It is a great pleasure for me to have the opportunity 
to contribute to the discussion by giving a brief survey of the 
administrative and .radiological aspects related to the B-52 crash, 
which happened recently in the northern part of Greenland.
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On Sunday 21 of January this year an airplane belonging 
to the United States Strategic Air Force (a bomber of the type B-52 
carrying four nuclear weapons) passed through the Baffin Bay on 

a routine flight following a northbound route. When cruising over 
international water, ab. 200 km south-west of Thule, the plane 
caught fire and it was necessary to ask the Thule Air Base for 
permission to undertake an emergency landing. Having received this 
permission the course was changed towards the landing grounds of 
the Air Base, but shortly before landing the captain was forced 
to order the crew to bail out. The direction of the plane was fix-

C i-J
ed sq^ that it would probably crash on a deserted place further north 
behind the mountains surrounding Thule. The desolated plane, however, 
made a left turn and crashed on the ice' of the Bylot Sound, between 
Saunders Island and the mainland - ab. 11 km west of Thule. This

30 p..m.
happened at ab. 4—i local time. *
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As an introduction I shall give a short description of 

the administrative measures, which were taken by the US and the



Danish authorities in order to cope with the consequences of the 
accident. Hereafter I shall report on the main points of the 
radiological problems and on the subsequent clean-up operation^

twhich was undertaken to prevent that anybody should be endangered 
by radioactivity both in the near as well as in a more distant

t

future.

The accident became known in Copenhagen on monday 22 of 
january, and tuesday morning there was a meeting in the Danish 
Forrcign Office. It was decided - in agreement with the US State 
Department - to send a group of radiation experts from the Danish 
Atomic Energy Commission and the Danish National Health Service to 
the crash scene in order to cooperate with scientific and military 
personnel^ which was immidiately send to Thule from the U.S. The 
members of the US scientific mission were Dr. S. Langham/ Bruner 
and Wolf^ and the military chief of the disaster control team 'was 
General Hunziker. The Danish team consisted of Kofoed-Hansen, Gjp-rup., 
Grande and myself.
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Due to a heavy storm we did not arrive in Thule before*
thursday in the evening. Upon our arrival the Danish liason officer 
brought us in contact with the american mission, and we were imme
diately informed cbout, what was known at the time. Although four 
days had gone since the crash occurred, only a general survey of 
the situation could be given. It must, however, be born in mind 
that the weather conditions are very bad in the arctic at this time
of the year: temperatures down below - 40° centigrade, heavy storms 

^cl tilevery 3 or 4 day, and total darkness around the clock, with the 
possible exception of a few hours of twylight.

O
o Since then the operation ^crested ice" was carried out 

in close cooperation between the growing number of US and Danish



scientists and the staff o£ General Hunziker. The clean-up opax 
tion itself was carried exit by US military personel which at a 
time comprized more than 700 people. At a later stage this activi

ty was partly supi>lernented by Danish civil technicians and rorkers,t • »
ordinarily associated v.dth the Danish company running the civil 
affairs of the Air Base. *

The original team from Denmark returned to Copenhagen 
after two weeks, when the situation could be pretty well overlooked 
Since then other Danish .health physicists have been in Thule in 
order to follow and to participate in the ox-’erations - at first on 
a permanent basis, later on in longer or shorter periods..

In the middle of february a US delegation (under the dire 
tion of Dr. Walske, Assistant to the Secretary of Defence on Atom
ic Energy) went to Copenhagen to discuss the measureres^which mighc 
be taken as a consequence of the radiological survey which had 
been carried out by the time. Later in the second part of march a 
Danish delegation (directed by H.H. Koch, chairman of executive 
committee of the Danish AEC) went to Washington to decide on the 
final dispositions related to clean-up operation. By now this ope- 
ration is finished, and what remains to be done is merely to check 
that nothing unexpected may appear as is outlined later on in more 
detail.

Immediately after the crash the Danish liason officer 
took the initiative to warn the small number of escimos hunting in
the area about the possible danger of. radioactive contamination.

tT*i *On the 29 of january traffic.in the Bylot Sound area was official
ly prohif ced in c . to take care of any eventuallity* These re-

i

stricticns could . ..^ady be abolished at the end. of march. Today 
the crash scene is marked by stanchions connected, with a rope to 

avoid unnecessary traffic. However, ice melfc’na -- -
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staying in the area.

It may he added that from the day of our arrival in 
Thule the international press v;as allowed to follow the operations. 
I think this attitude is one of the reasons for having minimized 
overestimates, and misunderstandings have as far as possible.been

i
avoided.

I shall now turn to the radiological aspects of the 
accident. However, time permits only to give a summary of the r.ain 
points. Furthermore, I shall characterize activity levels by gene
ral terms only.So give figures would make it necessary to describe 
in detail how and where samples were taken.

1. The airplane hit the surface of the ice with high speed at a 
glancing angle. At the moment of impact the conventional explosives 
of the four bombs were detonated, with the result that all parts of 
the plane v;ere blown apart. .Around the point of impact the ice was 
broken to a distance of ab. 25vn, this area was of course immediate! 
refrozen. Due to the forward direction of the velocity, debris and 
fuel was spread over a drop-formed area with the approximate size 
700X150 m . A tremendous fire developed which lasted for more then 
15 minutes. Consequently the spread of Pu into the atmosphere, to 
the water and to the ice and snow had to be taken into consideretic

2. The radiological survey, which was immediately carried out
ib -l-n yWisT""

revealed, that the main amounts of Pu^were confined to a limited 
area, and that radioactive contamination was fixed to the debris. 
Due to a heavy eastern storm few days after the crash the original 
10 cm snow crust was covered with a thin layer of fine snow, so
that it was possible to walk around in the area without being con-

» •
taminnted.

3. About a week after the crash ’-'Operation Pick-up,: was sta.rtod.



Walking shoulder to shoulder the monitoring team’s picked up all 

smaller pieces of debris and these pieces were put into containers, 

which were subsequently sealed for transportation to the US. Large 
pieces were first collected in big stacks, they were overpouredi
with water and secured against removal by storms. Also these parts 
were later contained for transportation. i

4. After all accessible debris was removed a radiological survey 
of the contaminated snow and ice was undertaken. Measurements were 
carried out radially from a fiduficial spot and in this way contour 

lines of the spread radioactive material were obtained. Calculations 
showed that a very substancial part of the total plutonium inventory 
was located in the snow of the area, where the fire had taken place.

35. As a next step, the contaminated snow - ab. 12.000 m - was re
moved and stored in a large number of empty fuel containers of steel, 
which were available at the site. Obviously this was a very diffi
cult operation but it was carried out without spreading any signifi
cant amounts of Pu to the outside. The radioactive snow (or water) 
will also be brought to the US. By far the major part of the radio
active snow was removed in this operation.

6. A large number of core samples of the ice below the burned area 
vTere taken and showed that this ice was undamaged and essentially 
clean (ab. 200 core samples, ice ab. 80 cm thick). In the crushed 
area at the point of impact some radioactivity was found, but in 
such amounts that the removal of the ice could be disregarded. This 
area has later been covered with carbonized sand to Speed up melting 
before the ice breaks up in the bay probably sometime in july.

7. Due to the heavy fire following the crash, particles of various 
sizes, partly covered with PuO were injected into the atmosphere. 
Since an unknown amount of these particles might have settled in the



area surrounding, the crash site snow sarr.ples were taken in Thule, 
and especially rdownwind" in the Bylot Sound and on the surroundin 
coast lines.. Measurements of these sarnies showed such activity 
levels that nobody could be endangered, and consequently no speci 
measures were taken*

8. . Evidently radioactive particles might also have' been lifted 
into higher layer of the atmosphere, from where they could be spre; 
over very large areas, preferably towards west, due to the prevail
ing wind direction. To check this point samples were taken from ai; 
p3.anes bound for Thule or passing across Greenland on ordi.rc...:y tral 
fic routes. None of these samples showed activity above backgrcc"r 
and the same was found for snow samples taken at places far away 
from Thule (S^ndrestrp'mfjord, Gcdhavn etc.)

9. Special attention was given to the question of spread activity 
in the water and the bottom of the 200 m deep Bylot Sound. Water

f ■ and bottom samples taken at various places, showed activity levels
far below the limits which could endanger human beings by passing 
through the food chain.

10. To secure the animals such as hvalros, seal and mussels, who 
are used as food by the escimos, were not contaminated, a number 
of biological samples were taken and measured. Even sled dogs and 
foxes were shot and measured for the sake of safety. But in all 
cases it was ascertained that the radioactivity levels were far 
below what is considered tolerable. Consequently it is absolutely 
impossible that radiactivity can be carried along the Greenland 
coast line 1000 km towards south, where fishing is carried out on

5
§=, a commercial basis.a %
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11. Evidently protection of the public was the final aim of the 
radiological survey and of the clean-up operation. It can be said
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the accident have become co-.taminated/ and that the same goes for

■Vv
those assisting in the initial search on the icet Also the US and 
the Demish personal taking part in the time consuming clean-up

, t
operation v;sre not contaminated beyond strindardized levels,, althoug 
no masks were used against inhalation of snow and dust. This"was 
ascertained by testing all protective clothing with alpha-monitors

uIKas or

and by taking nose-swabs. All technical equipment used in the ope
rations was decontaminated according to good health physics prac
tise.

12. To secure that nothing unexpected may happen in the su r:; • . . 
when the ico breaks up and partly leaves the sound, the Danis?. AEC 
v/ill conduct an ecological program and check the shore line^ for 
floating debris.

^   \*    —“ ■ —    * '

Iiet me finish this report v/ith the follcwing remarks: 
The B-52 crash in Thule has caused no casualties among the popula
tion in Thule and the area will be safe for the future.

This is partly due to the fact that the crash occurred 
at a convenient place, enough away from Thule to prevent acci
dents, and close enough to carry out a clean-up operation. I would, 
however, like also at this place to give due credit to the US seien 
tific and military staff and personnel. The operation ^crested ice' 
was from the US side carried out with the greatest competence and 
a terrific effectiveness v/ith the result that the activity could 
be call off about two months after the crash. The cooperation be
tween US and Danish people at all levels has been perfect, all 
working for a common result.

a®
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What I have reported today does not contain anything 
which has not been said in public before. But it gives I think for 
the first time a competent and general s of the Thule aceic.e->


